High School Students who participate in the Pre-Apprenticeship Program will be able to obtain three University credits and will have received enough training to obtain CDA. Rising educator week is aligned with EC 207 Play as learning. Students will get their knowledge through hands-on experiences and instruction.

**Tuesday, June 28, 2022**
8:00 AM - 10:00 – Registration, Move in, Breakfast, Welcome, Expectations **DORMS**
10:00 – 12:00 - What is Play (PDE 1.E.2, NAEYC 1a, 6d, CDA Functional Areas 5,6,7,8,9) **AJP**
Assignment #1 & 2 in workbook) Crystal
12:00 – 1:00- Lunch **(Dining Hall)**
1:00 – 3:00 - Classroom visits (Early Learning Center) Assignment #3 (Independent work)
3:00 – 4:00 – Break
3:30 – 5:00 – Inquiry questions (AJP) Tammi
5:00 – 6:00PM – Dinner **(Dining Hall)**
6:30 – 8:00 - Movie on the Green **(Bring your folding chair)**

**Wednesday, June 29, 2022 (Creativity)**
8:00 – 10:00 – Breakfast, recap of inquiry, discussion on prompts for the day and field trip instructions.
10:15 – board the bus to Art Studio downtown
10:30 -12:00 – Art Studio
12:00 – 1:00 – Lunch outside downtown
1:30 – 3:00 PM August Wilson Ctr. (August Wilson Exhibit)
3:15 – Return to campus
3:30 – 5:00 Break
5:00 – 6:00 PM Dinner **(Dining Hall)**
6:00 – 8:00 Paint Night (Sarah)

**Thursday, June 30, 2022**
9:00 – 10:00 AM Breakfast
10:00 AM Bus to Hosanna House
10:30 – 12:00 Observations in classrooms (Learning Assignment 3) **(Work with Apprenticeship Students from HHI if available)**
12:00- 1:00 – Lunch
1:00 – 2:00 PM Aviation Tour and Lesson (Learning Assignment #5)
2:00 – 3:00 PM Outside Classroom Experience (Sarah can lead a creative lesson incorporating nature)
3:15 Return to campus
4:00 – 5:00 PM Break
5:00 – 6:00 PM Dinner (**Dining Hall**)
6:00 – 8:00 PM Work on inquiry project, reflection, yoga on the porch – Tammi, Crystal, Sarah

**Friday, July 1, 2022**
9:00 AM Breakfast
9:30 – 11:30 AM Final Touch on presentation (**AJP**)
12:00 – 2:00 PM Presentations and awards (**AJP**)
3:00 PM – Move out